
Includes:

- 5 Minute film, delivered in 4K
- 2nd Videographer 
- 8 Hours of coverage 
-4K Digital download of final film and 1080p digital download for   
mobile 
- Drone coverage (Depending on weather and venue) 
- Vows will be recorded and intertwined into the final video 
- Final video will be edited and delivered within 4 weeks 

Every Wedding is Unique and so is Your Film

Go ahead and build your custom Package and Add On's that
you're interested in and please let me know if you have any
questions! 

BASE PACKAGE

$2600



FILM LENGTH

ITEMS

5 Minute Film 
Included in the base package 

PRICE

$0

7 Minute Film 
Receive an additional 2 minutes in your Wedding Film 

$600

10 Minute Film 
Receive an additional 5 minutes in your Wedding Film. In the
10 minute film, no details or memories will be left behind 

$1100



EVENTS & COVERAGE

ITEMS

Extra Hour 
1 additional hour of coverage; able to adjust quantity if
needed 

PRICE

$200

Additional Videographer 
This allows us to capture multiple angles and be a little more
selective in the editing stage. It also allows for each
videographer to be in a different location if need to make
sure every detail is captured 

$500

Rehearsal Dinner $1000
A separate pre-wedding video to capture speeches, toasts
and any other moments that happen before your big day. 
(2-3 minutes long; coverage lasts 4 hours) 



REMEMBER MORE

ITEMS

Wedding Trailer 
60 second highlight video of your wedding day. Perfect for
sharing on social media (delivered 2 weeks after wedding
day) 

PRICE

$350

Ceremony Edit 
Receive an additional ceremony video. Video length will
depend on ceremony length. Footage will be spliced
together and color graded with audio.

$600

Toasts Edit $200
A video dedicated to the Best Man, Maid of Honor and any
other speeches 

Expedited Delivery $800
Delivered in 1 week from your wedding day. Your wedding
film will be prioritized over every other client 


